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Last Call to See Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts’ Special Exhibition Uncommon Territory:

Contemporary Art in Alabama

Montgomery, AL, January 15, 2018– There is still time to see the visually stunning creations by
more than 30 established and emerging Alabama artists in the exhibition Uncommon Territory:

Contemporary Art in Alabama, before it closes this weekend. To celebrate the final days of this
exhibition the Museum’s Junior Executive Board is hosting Last Call on Thursday, January 18, at
5:30 P.M.

Last Call is a FREE opportunity for young professionals to socialize and explore Uncommon

Territory. Food and drinks will be provided by Alabama Sweet Tea Company and Moe’s Original
Bar B Que.

Uncommon Territory is a remarkable collection demonstrating the richness of the state’s artistic
landscape organized to commemorate the Bicentennial of Alabama becoming a United States
territory. The exhibition consists of drawings, installations, paintings, photography, sculptures,
and video, showcasing the exciting and challenging works of art currently produced in the state.

Support for Uncommon Territory has been made possible in part by a major grant from the
Alabama State Council on the Arts in celebration of the Bicentennial of the State of Alabama and
the National Endowment for the Arts. The MMFA is also grateful to exhibition sponsors Joan
Loeb, Sterling Bank, and Warren Averett.

The Museum has been thrilled to share this accumulation of spectacular artworks with
thousands of guests who have marveled at the incredible details and raved about this exhibition.

Don’t miss the opportunity to witness the works on view in person! Uncommon Territory closes
Sunday, January 21, at 5 P.M.

In addition, there is also a catalogue that offers extraordinary insight into this innovative and
exciting art. To find out how to get a catalogue or for more information on Uncommon Territory,
call 334.240.4333 or visit the website at www.mmfa.org.

The MMFA, a department of the City of Montgomery, is supported by funds from the City of
Montgomery, with support from Montgomery County, and the Montgomery Museum of Fine
Arts Association. Programs are made possible, in part, by grants from the Alabama State
Council on the Arts.
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